Abstract-With the advent of 3D scanner, accurate segmentation of 3D fruit shape from unorganized point clouds has been turned out to be the most challenging task in scientists and engineers in reverse engineering. This paper herein proposes efficient and robust approach to extract pear shape from background. At first, an interactive, non-local denoising algorithm is employed to efficient denoise the pear scans; Second, geometric properties, including normal, variation and curvature, are estimated by covariance analysis; Third, a Recursive Region Increment (RRI) is proposed to add the geometric similarity points to a base set, to generate an ultimate set only including the points of pear shape; Forth, point clouds is linearized for rapidly rending in the post processing. Finally, segmentation algorithm applied on ten range scans of a pear demonstrates that our algorithm reduces the number of pear point clouds by 88.3%, proves the validity and practicability of this method in pear segmentation.
INTRODUCTION

A. Related Work
In recent years, with the development of 3D scanning technology [1] [2] , rich details of the object shape can be acquired with dense sampling points (point cloud). Thus, 3D scanning of real objects has been popularly used for information acquisition in various applications. From then on, most research has focused on the reconstruction of 3D object from point clouds in 3D city modeling [3] , human face reconstruction [4] , architecture reconstruction [5] , and tree reconstruction [6] , so it's probable to use point clouds in fruit reconstruction.
On the other hand, the mesh representation and image processing is still used for digitalization of real fruits [7] , even though there is a growing demand for more detailed and real models in agriculture. So in recent years, G. W. Kim [8] has begun to set about the actual apple model through finite element method (FEM) simulation, but it takes a long time to render highly detailed meshes with more artifacts. To overcome this drawback, new processing methods must be presented to preprocess, reconstruct and render these highly complex geometric bodies. Thus in 2009, 3D scanner has been first adopted to acquire 3D digital primitives-rending primitives of irregular shaped food by Uyar R [9] . In contrast to the mesh representation, due to not requiring connectivity information for describing topological relations between vertices, point images can provide relatively fast visualization of huge 3D models and make it more realistic to obtain accurate results from simulation. So it's necessary to reconstruct pear shape from point clouds.
From above analysis, we discover that construction of pear shape from point cloud is more important, but the research on it is not intense. The main reasons are that, in those applications, the points can be obtained without any background; while the pears are often grown on trees with leaves, trunks and branches, so the pear point clouds are unorganized, noised and mixed, which makes it hardly used for pear shape reconstruction in agriculture. As a result, denoising and accurate pear shape segmentation becomes an important topic in pear shape reconstruction, and they must be done before classical process.
The current classic denoising algorithms are divided into the following four main categories: partial differential equation (PDE) [10] , spectrum technology [11] , statistical techniques [12] and bilateral filtering algorithm [13] . These algorithms are possible to achieve highly conformal effect but have low efficiency, large computation and can't fit for different parts of pear shape. So, it's necessary to present an efficient denoising algorithm for the different parts of pear. The current segmentation methods mainly focused on building features [3] , characteristic edges [17] , valley-ridge [18] or curve skeleton [19] . All these state-of-the-arts can only segment a specific geometric shape, but can't be used for segmentation of the random pear shape in our task, so the previous methods will not be feasible.
B. Contributions and Outline
In this paper, an interactive testing algorithm is extended for efficient denoising of different parts of pear; Covariance analysis is employed for estimation of pear geometric feature; Recursive Region Increment (RRI) process is proposed for extracting random pear points from massive point cloud; Linearization is used for efficient storage, rendering and out-of-core representation.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed algorithm; Section 3 presents simulation results of the presented algorithm on the pear shape; Section 4 concludes this paper and discusses future works which will make this work more perfect.
II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Point clouds from laser scanners are a set of spatial points in a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system as in (1) (1) It's really unorganized 3D points set and there's no topological relationship among them. The extraction is a process of segmenting the geometric-similarity points from original point clouds and the extracted subset is geometrical significance points set, each set is a piece of complete pear scan.
In this work, a four-step algorithm is presented to segment pear shape from unorganized point clouds. At first, the denoising process is employed to preprocess unorganized point clouds; Second, the classical methods covariance analysis are employed to estimate the normals, variance, curvature and tangent vector of each point; Third, starting from a seed point, an segmentation algorithm is presented to extract ultimate purely pear points set from leaves and background by searching surrounding points recursively until encountering the border of leaves and fruit, in each iterative step, the estimated features are used to evaluate geometric similarity of two points; Fourth, extracted points are organized into a linear memory structure for more quickly access. The pipeline of this step is shown in Fig.  1 .
A. Denoising Process
Denoising is a key task in point clouds processing, and many classic algorithms has been presented by now. Early method is summarized as the following four categories: The first category is partial differential equation (PDE) [10] that can extend curvature flow to the denoising process later. The second category is spectrum technology proposed by Pauly et al. [11] , which create a spectral decomposition for point cloud, and deal with the noise by handling spectrum coefficient. The third category is based on statistical data analysis framework presented by Pauly et al. [12] . The last category is to extend the famous image bilateral filtering algorithm to mesh model for non-local neighborhood denoising [13] by calculating a local radial basis function (RBF) approximation. These algorithms have low efficiency and large amount of calculation, thought it is possible to achieve highly conformal effect. Pipeline of extraction algorithm for pear.
In this paper, based on interactive testing proposed by Weyrich et al [14] , outliers on pear point clouds are divided into 2 types by heuristic, user-specified method. Type 1 is the point clouds of the surfaces around pear head and stem, which appear rich local details and smooth surface. For these surfaces, global similarity is first measured by weighted average of similar points within neighborhood [15] , and then the smallest enclosing ball approach is adopted to denoise local rich details [14] . Type 2 is the point clouds of the pear side surfaces, which appear smooth surface and boundary characteristics. For these surfaces, outliers are classified by taking weighted average of similar points within neighborhood as measurement of nearest neighbor interaction [15] , then mean-shift iterations is employed for denoising by drifting each sample point to the local maximum of density function based on selection of different surface fitting and kernel function. By applying non-local denoising method, the process of local approximation is omitted, estimation speed is more rapid, and finally the denoising process is implemented speedily without filtering, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Based on the statistical weights and nonlocal similar measurements of mean-shift, the follow-up estimation of all geometry properties will be more precise.
B. Estimation of Geometric Properties
Geometric properties estimation is a key step and important foundation for extracting pear shape. By now, each point has only two properties: position and initial normals. On the other hand, edges and surfaces of pear scans can be considered as curves and curved surface respectively, while leaves consist of a lot of singular and uneven points, which results in great variance on properties of leaves' points. So, more geometric features, including precise normals, variance and curvature, should be estimated by the covariance analysis due to its merit in finding geometric features without losing much information [16] . Denoising of pear side face point cloud. Pipeline of extracting pear point set from all point cloud.
A unit normals, in this paper, can be considered as point on a unit sphere, and point normals (i=0,...,m−1) can be expressed by its angles
First, the mean normal n is computed by weighted average on spheres based on least squares minimization that reflects spherical distances. The second step is calculation of the covariance matrix. Covariance is usually measured in two dimensions, whereas we have a set of 3-dimensional points , so, 9 covariance values need to be calculated and put in a 3*3 covariance matrix M in (2) [16] . (2) where, p is the center of points .
The third step is calculation of the eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of matrix M in (3).
In keeping the standardization, all eigenvectors are scaled to unit vectors in (4) .
The eigen analysis gives us the variances of the Gaussian distribution. Estimated normals n at p is the unitized eigenvector of , associated with the smallest eigenvalue , and surface variance of the points set is given in (5)
where indicates the sum of square distance from all points to the local plane, is the sum of square distance from all points to the barycenter p. So the surface variance reflects the deviation degree of the points to the tangent plane of the points. In the flat region, the points with small are close to same plane, while in the rough region, the points with large are disperse, thus is a good approximation of the curvature at p. So far, each point has three estimated properties, they are position p, normals and variance (curvature) , which will be used to extract pear in the following step.
C. Segmentation of Pear Point Set
Recently, research on the extraction of characteristic has become more and more popular, region growing algorithm was usually applied to extracting building features [3] ; Philippe Marin et al [17] proposed a method for the extraction of characteristic edges detected with a prior parabolic fitting; Xu-fang Pang [18] et al proposed a robust algorithm for valley-ridge extraction from point set; Jun-jie Cao [19] et al presented an algorithm for curve skeleton extraction via Laplacian-based contraction particularly from point clouds; All these extraction methods have extracted a specific geometric shape. While in our task, the fruit shape is random, so the previous methods will not be feasible.
Our segmentation method is a Recursive Region Increment (RRI) process, which takes variation and dot product of normals as the segmentation parameter, stack S as temporary memory and the spatial point set C as the ultimate points. The extraction algorithm starts from a seed point , which is selected from pear scans initialized by . Then is added to C to form a new set and pushed to the stack S, set . When the stack is not empty, repeat the follow three-step:
(1) Pop a point from stack S; (2) Seek the 8-connected neighbor point (i=1, 2…8) around in xyz directions by calculating the Euclidean Linearization of hierarchical structure. This three-step iteration will stop until stack S is empty, as shown in Fig. 3 .
D. Linearization of Hierarchical Structure
Any spatial point representation, such as octrees or k-d trees [21] can be converted into a linear memory array and stored on disk.
In this paper, spatial structure will first be organized into linear structure for efficient storage and rendering, then an out-of-core representation would be obtained by mapping this linear memory file to disk, which allows our program to access array points directly by virtual memory (VM) manager that automatically decides which parts of the file should be loaded into main memory by demanding paging. Thus, all LOD points are lexicographically reordered respective to a layer number and a spatial ordering index, as illustrated in Fig. 4 [20] .
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The point clouds of pear and leaves are scanned from 10 different angles by 3D Camega PCP-400, 2 range scans are bottom, 2 scans are top and 6 scans are side faces. These faces were managed by an array owned 10 elements in (6) (6) The original pear scans are shown in Fig. 5 , those parts circled by red color is "pure" pear faces. 
Estimated geometric features of pear
A. Denoising
At first, pear point cloud is denoised by the flowchart in Fig. 2 based on the programming in VC, point clouds in Fig. 5 (a) -Fig. 5(b) are dealt with methods proposed by Ref. [15] , point clouds in Fig. 5(e)-Fig. 5(j) are dealt with mean-shift iterative methods proposed by Ref. [15] , the denoised result is shown in Fig. 6 .
After denoising, the point number of pear (10) is changed into the following list: {168427, 164826, 177194, 177163, 182868, 189387, 181416, 183475, 184622, 184097}.
B. Estimation Result of Geometric Properties
Then, every point is normalized by , normal and curvature of every point is estimated by covariance TABLE II. CONTRAST ON POINTS NUMBER OF PEAR SCANS BEFORE AND AFTER SEGMENTATION   scans  Bottom1  Bottom2  Top1  Top2  Side1  Side2  Side3  Side4  Side5  Side6  un-extracted  175583  171982  184350  184319  190024  196543 188572  190631  191778  191253  extracted  11186  7585  19953  19922  25627  32146  24175  26234  27381 analysis. These estimated features of bottom1 and side1 of pear are shown in Fig. 7 respectively. Fig. 7 gives part of the estimation results of geometric properties only in the form of text file. Among them, the content between facet and end-facet is the attributes of a point; The three values behind the facet-normal are the estimated normal vector of the current point; The content between outer-loop and end-loop is the center of neighbor points and surface information, in which, the three values at the back of vertex are the center of neighbor points and the three values behind f are the point surface change rate along three dimensions.
C. Extraction Result of Pear
Next, based on the extraction parameters in sec II.C, the pear surfaces are final segmented from leaves, the ultimate segmented pear range scans are shown in Fig. 8 . The extracted pear scans
D. Comparison
After extraction, the number of points is markedly reduced; the contrast on number between un-segmented and segmented of all pear scans is presented in table 2.
Analysis of data from table 2 shows that, point number of segmented pear scans is decreased by 88.3% on average than those of un-segmented. This is a down of larger proportion, due to the larger proportion of leaf and branch in point clouds, so the number of points decreases obviously after segmentation.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an efficient strategy is proposed to segmenting pear from unorganized background. An interactive, non-local and mean-shift based denoising algorithm is employed for efficiently removing the outliers; covariance analysis is presented for precise estimation of geometric features; a Recursive Region Increment (RRI) process is proposed to segment pear shape from background speedily, in sharp contrast to the traditional cluster methods, those points outside the bounding needn't to be processed, which minimizes the number of processed points and makes the segmentation process rapidly. Additionally, spatial structure of points was linearized for the efficient access. The algorithm has reduced the calculation complexity, speed up the extraction process while remaining details of pear shape, reduce the number of points by 88.3%, and can be extended to segmentation of other fruits shape with smooth surface. Even though, this work is only suitable for segmenting continuous smooth surface, and can't be used for coarse surface. 
